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abstract: We present new experimental data obtained with the FOPI detector at SIS, for the Au + Au heavy ion collisions at 400 A.MeV incident energy. The sideward flow, determined from a method without reaction plane reconstruction, and the nuclear stopping are studied as a function of the centrality of the collisions. In order to study the nuclear in-medium effects, which act on the N-N cross-sections and potential and hence on experimental observables like the nuclear matter flow and stopping, these results are compared with the predictions of two different QMD versions. The first one offers a fully microscopic calculation of the cross-sections and potential in the G-matrix formalism and naturally includes the in-medium effects (this version is for the first time confronted to experiment). The second one uses a standard Skyrme potential plus a momentum dependent term in order to mimic the in-medium effects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the principal goals of the study of heavy ion reactions at intermediate energies of a few hundreds of MeV per nucleon is the determination of the nuclear matter equation of state (EOS). The EOS is defined as the dependence of the nucleon binding energy on the density $\rho$ and the temperature $T$ of the nuclear medium, although the temperature dependence is often neglected. The EOS can be roughly characterized by the compressibility coefficient $K$. We usually assume $K \approx 200$ MeV for a Soft EOS and $K \approx 380$ MeV for a Hard EOS. The strategy in extracting the nuclear EOS is to compare experiments and models for variables sensitive to compressionnal effects. The most studied one is the transverse momentum transport in the reaction plane for central or semi-central collisions, the so-called sideward flow (for experimental results see $^{1-5}$). The sensitivity of such an observable is however limited and the conclusions concerning the EOS can be easily modified. In particular, the nuclear in-medium effects like the density and momentum dependence of the nucleon-nucleon (N-N) cross-sections and potential$^{6-8}$ have to be properly treated.

In this paper, we try to evaluate how accurately some modern transport theories reproduce these in-medium effects on the sideward flow and nuclear matter stopping power (these observables being obviously strongly correlated). To achieve this goal, we compare the Au + Au data at 400 MeV per nucleon incident energy of the FOPI detector with the G-matrix Quantum Molecular Dynamic model GQMD ($^7,^9$) which includes these in-medium effects. The same data are also compared with the "Isospin" QMD (IQMD) $^{10}$ results where the free N-N cross-sections (Cugnon parametrization) are used together with a Soft Skyrme potential supplemented with a momentum dependent interaction (MDI) proportional to $\rho$ (this version is noted IQMDSM). Such a phenomenological potential is introduced to reproduce the in-medium effects and it can be questionable whether such a parametrization is sufficient or not.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The data were obtained with the phase-I setup of the FOPI detector $^{11}$ which covers the polar angles between 1.2-30 degrees in the full azimuthal plane. A wall of 512 plastic scintillator strips and a gas cluster detector cover the external part of FOPI between 7-30 degrees. The inner part, between 1.2-7 degrees, is composed of 252 scintillator paddles of
trapezoidal shape, also supplemented with an additional cluster detector. The two walls give a time of flight and energy loss information for each particle of sufficient energy. The cluster detectors identify the heavy fragments of slow velocity stopped in the scintillators of the walls. We finally obtain the charge and the velocity of each particle.

The analysis has been limited to the fragments of charge $Z \leq 10$ detected in these two sets. The detection thresholds amount to roughly 14 A.MeV for $Z=1$ and 35 A.MeV for $Z=10$ fragments in the external part of the detector and are slightly higher in the inner part.

3. THE G-MATRIX QMD MODEL

The GQMD model (9) includes the in-medium effects starting from a bare N-N interaction (Reid potentials (12)). The N-N cross-sections and potential are then deduced in the G-matrix formalism microscopically in a consistent way (they are not independent). The resulting EOS has a compressibility $K=182$ MeV and the saturation point is found at $\rho = 0.2$ fm$^{-3}$ with a binding energy of -16 MeV. There is no free parameter and the difference with the known ground state value of infinite nuclear matter (binding energy $= -16$ MeV at normal density $\rho_0 = 0.17$ fm$^{-3}$) can be explained by the non-relativistic G-matrix treatment (8).

At 400 MeV per nucleon incident energy, we do not expect a large difference between the free and the G-matrix cross-sections because the influence of the Pauli blocking is small (8). This is also confirmed in ref. (7) where only differences on the number of collisions per nucleon are found to be relevant between these two kinds of cross-sections. On the other hand, the G-matrix potential $U(\rho,p)$ has been compared in ref. (7) to a Skyrme parametrization with almost the same compressibility and a momentum dependent term. $U(\rho,p)$ is stronger at low density (higher momentum dependence of the G-matrix) but the Skyrme potential has a stronger density dependence even with the same compressibility coefficient. This comparison shows an appreciably more important sideward flow in GQMD for the system Nb + Nb at 400 MeV per nucleon. The differences in the initializations (see details in ref. (8,9)) between these two QMD versions are responsible for a part of this discrepancy. However for the considered Au + Au system this discrepancy is not as large as the one in the Nb + Nb reaction (13). This problem does not occur between GQMD and IQMD where the initializations are similar.

This microscopic model has never been confronted with experimental data because nuclei in the calculation are not stable anymore after 60 fm/c. At this time, only dynamical observables like the nuclear flow or stopping have reached their asymptotic values but the fragment formation is not reliable and that creates difficulties to compare with exper-
iment. We have overcome these difficulties in always comparing quantities weighted by the fragment charge $Z$ (so called proton-like analysis) for the experimental data and the IQMD model. The centrality criterion has also been calculated from dynamical quantities (we cannot use for instance a multiplicity criterion). We have performed many checks probing the validity of the comparison in such conditions. We will discuss these tests in more details in the following (filter problems in particular).

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

Among the Au + Au FOPI data from 100 to 1050 A.MeV incident energy, we have chosen to study the 400 A.MeV one. This energy is considered to be the highest one which can be compared with a non-relativistic model like GQMD that does not include the production of pions. We however still expect a dependence of the observables on the EOS (densities of 2-3 $\rho_0$ are reached in central collisions) and the contribution of fragments is already small at such energy (a few percent on the flow for instance).

We present only the central trigger events which require a high multiplicity in the external wall of the detector and are not affected by the background. This trigger roughly selects impact parameters lower than 9 fm. The calculations are passed through the geometrical (including energy thresholds) FOPI filter before being compared with experiment.

The N-N cross-sections and potential influence both the flow and the nuclear stopping so we have to compare this two quantities between experiment and models. For the nuclear matter stopping, we have chosen to show the rapidity distributions and the cross-section of the variable called $ERAT$.

$ERAT$ is defined as the ratio of the transversal to the longitudinal kinetic energy for the $i$ particles of an event with rapidity $y_i$ greater than center of mass rapidity $y_{cm}$ ($y_{cm} = 0.44$ for 400 A.MeV incident energy):

$$ERAT = \left( \frac{\sum_i E_{i,s}^T}{\sum_i E_{i,l}^T} \right)_{y_i > y_{cm}}$$

(1)

Although $ERAT$ offers the advantages of a global variable to characterize the stopping, it is strongly distorted by the experimental filter and the 30° cut of the detector in particular.

We show in figure I the differential cross-section $d\sigma/d(ERAT)$. For $ERAT > 0.3$, we find a good qualitative agreement between experiment and both IQMDSM and GQMD (normalized to the geometrical cross-section $\sigma_g = \pi b_{max}^2 = 6157$ mb with $b_{max} = 14$ fm) although the calculations systematically overestimate the experimental results. This discrepancy can not be explained by filter effects alone and we will see more details in the
rapidity distributions. For $ERAT < 0.3$, the experimental distribution is strongly affected by the trigger effects. Moreover in a simulation like GQMD, where the projectile remnant is not formed, very low $ERAT$ values can not be reached. The detector cut at small polar angles, which removes the projectile remnant, does not play as well on individual nucleons which can have some transversal momentum and artificially fit the acceptance and hence increase the $ERAT$ value (see the difference between the two models on figure I for low $ERAT$). For these two reasons, we have in the following limited the comparison to $ERAT > 0.3$.

We also use $ERAT$ to select different centrality classes of events. This is strongly supported by QMD simulations which indicate a strong correlation between $ERAT$ and the impact parameter $b$ although the $ERAT$ values are strongly sensitive to the experimental filter. We have divided both the experimental and simulated $ERAT$ distributions in 4 classes (see table I for the impact parameter correspondence in the models). The integrated cross-sections $\sigma_{int}$ for $ERAT > 0.3$ are the following:

$$\sigma_{int}^{Exp} = 1090 \text{ mb} ; \sigma_{int}^{GQMD} = 1440 \text{ mb} \text{ and } \sigma_{int}^{IQMDSM} = 1515 \text{ mb}.$$  

We show, in figure II, the rapidity distributions $dN/dy_0$ for proton-like particles in the different $ERAT$ classes previously defined. $y_0$ is the reduced rapidity defined as:

$$y_0 = (y - y_{cm})/y_{cm}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$y_0 = 0$ for particles of laboratory rapidity $y = y_{cm}$ and $y_0 = 1$ for projectile rapidity.

We clearly observe a shift towards mid-rapidity when going to more central collisions and the models generally reproduce the experimental trends (some filter problems for GQMD in the more peripheral $ERAT$ class can still be seen). Larger $y_0$ values are systematically reached in the data as compared to the models. This obviously corresponds to the discrepancy observed on the $ERAT$ cross-section but the origin of these particles with large rapidity is not yet clear (we can think to some special combinations of the Fermi momenta during the collision process).

We study sideward flow from the method without reaction plane reconstruction\(^{(14)}\). The main advantages of this method are that it does not need a correction of finite number effects and it permits an estimate and a correction of the energy and momentum conservation effects. This method is based on the momentum correlations due to the collective motion in the reaction plane. The correlations are supposed to come only from the flow and conservation effects. In this case, for two particles $\mu$ and $\nu$ of the same event, with transverse momenta $p_{\mu}^t$ and $p_{\nu}^t$ per unit of mass and reduced rapidities $y_{0\mu}$ and $y_{0\nu}$, we
can write:

\[
< \hat{p}_\mu^t(y_{0_\mu}) \hat{p}_\nu^t(y_{0_\nu}) > = < p_\mu^t(y_{0_\mu}) > < p_\nu^t(y_{0_\nu}) > - \alpha < p_\mu^{t^2}(y_{0_\mu}) > < p_\nu^{t^2}(y_{0_\nu}) > \quad (3)
\]

In this formula, \( p^t \) is the projection in the true reaction plane of \( \hat{p}^t \) and \( < p^t > \) represents the sideward flow. \( \alpha \) is an additional recoil term which takes into account the conservation effects:

\[
\alpha \approx [ < \sum p^{t^2} >_{even} ]^{-1} \quad (4)
\]

(the complete expression of \( \alpha \) can be found in ref. \(^2\)). The formula (3) can be developed in order to derive an exploitable expression of the flow:

\[
< p^t(y_0) > = \frac{ < Z_\mu \hat{p}_\mu(y_{0_\mu}) \omega_\nu Z_\nu \hat{p}_\nu(y_{0_\nu}) >_{\mu \neq \nu} + \alpha < Z_\mu \hat{p}_\mu(y_{0_\mu}) > < Z_\nu \omega_\nu \hat{p}_\nu >_{\mu \neq \nu} + \alpha < Z_\nu \omega_\nu \hat{p}_\nu^{t^2} >^2}{\sqrt{ < Z_\nu \omega_\nu \hat{p}_\nu^t Z_\mu \omega_\nu \hat{p}_\mu^t >_{\mu \neq \nu} + \alpha < Z_\nu \omega_\nu \hat{p}_\nu^{t^2} >^2}} \quad (5)
\]

The momenta are weighted by the fragment charge in the framework of this proton-like analysis. \( \omega \) is only introduced to reduce the fluctuations around \( y_{cm} \):

\[
\omega = \begin{cases} 
+1 & \text{for } y_{0_\nu} > 0.3 \\
0 & \text{for } |y_{0_\nu}| \leq 0.3 \\
-1 & \text{for } y_{0_\nu} < -0.3 
\end{cases} \quad (6)
\]

The error bars represented on the following figures (if they are greater than the symbol size) are purely statistical.

We give in figure III, left panel, the experimental distributions \( < p^t(y_0) > \) for \( \alpha = 0 \) and \( \alpha \) calculated with (4) for central collisions without additional ERAT selection. We will discuss in more details the apparatus effects on these curves, but we can already mention that only the positive rapidity part has to be regarded. In the positive mid-rapidity part, the flow has almost the typical linear dependence on rapidity followed by a bump around the projectile rapidity. Comparing the curve \( \alpha = 0 \) to \( \alpha \neq 0 \), we can see that the energy and momentum conservation effects are very small. This can be easily explained by the high multiplicity obtained in Au on Au collisions and also by the strength of the collective flow. Moreover \( \alpha \) should be calculated with the particles of the whole event instead of only those within the FOPI acceptance: in this sense, \( \alpha \) is overestimated here and the conservation effects on the flow should be even lower. Consequently, we neglect in the following these effects and we calculate the flow for \( \alpha = 0 \).

In figure III, right panel, we compare the flow in different centrality bins. We observe that the slope around mid-rapidity (the so-called flow parameter \( F \)) is rather insensitive to
the centrality selection. A more detailed analysis with FOPI \(^{(4)}\) shows that, in this range of impact parameter, \( F \) has reached its maximum (\( F \) should decrease for smaller and larger impact parameters) and that the values are in good agreement with those of the Plastic Ball \(^{(1,4)}\).

The shape of the curves around the projectile rapidity is more affected by these centrality selections. The observed bump in the most peripheral \( ERAT \) class tends to disappear when going to more central ones.

Before confronting the experimental data to the GQMD predictions, we have verified with a QMD model that dynamical observables and the flow in particular do not evolve anymore between 60 and 200 \( \text{fm}/\text{c} \). We have also compared the flow before and after fragment formation in this QMD simulation. For \( ERAT > 0.3 \), only a very small influence on these tests has been observed. For \( ERAT < 0.3 \), the fact that the projectile remnant is not formed tends to lower the flow in the projectile rapidity region (see also the effect on \( ERAT \) previously described). We have also studied in details the acceptance effects on the flow by filtering simulated events through the geometrical and the complete FOPI filter. This later uses the GEANT-CERN software facility and includes the modular description of the detector which allows in particular the simulation of double-hits. The results given by these two filters are very closed. The complete filter however explains the little rapidity shift at \( < p^x > = 0 \) one can observe on the experimental distributions (fig.III). The geometrical filter effects are shown in figure IV on the GQMD flow patterns. The cuts affect only slightly the distributions \( < p^x(y_0) > \) for the positive rapidities.

All these tests give us confidence in the comparison of the experimental \( < p^x(y_0) > \) with GQMD and IQMDSM predictions, filtered through the geometrical filter, presented in figure V for the different centrality classes. There is a generally good agreement between the two models for all \( ERAT \) bins. They also fit the data in the mid-rapidity region (except maybe GQMD in the first \( ERAT \) bin which slightly deviates from the data). In all cases, the flow is a little bit underestimated around the projectile rapidity. The same analysis was done with IQMD, a Hard EOS plus MDI (IQMDHM). The same trends were observed, except that a better agreement was found in central event classes around the projectile rapidity. The sensitivity to the EOS was found to be rather small.

As suggested in ref. \(^{(3)}\), we have finally studied \( < p^x(ERAT) > \), integrating on the \( y_0 \) distribution (positive part only) for various \( ERAT \) bins. \( < p^x(ERAT) > \) represents the total amount of sideward flow in the forward center of mass hemisphere as a function of the centrality. It has the advantage to be a global variable and the main differences between experiment and models stand out more clearly in such a representation. The full detector bias on \( < p^x(ERAT) > \) is estimated to be less than 10\% (see also ref. \(^{(3)}\)).

We present on figure VI the comparison between experimental \( < p^x(ERAT) > \),
GQMD, IQMDSM and IQMDHM. The experimental curve presents a maximum around $ERAT = 0.5$ (b≈4 fm). As can be deduced from the previous picture, all the model predictions underestimate the total amount of flow, except as mentioned earlier, IQMDHM for large $ERAT$ values. Closely comparing the predictions of the models, among themselves and relatively to the experiment, we can extract some clear conclusions:

- for $ERAT < 0.4$, the density effects are still low and the momentum dependence of the interaction dominates. As it is well known, the one in GQMD is stronger and fits better the data (moreover the first point for GQMD at $ERAT = 0.25$ is already distorted, due to the fact that the projectile remnant cannot be formed, and we would expect to find this point even closer to the data).

- for $ERAT$ values $> 0.7$, the density effects are also important and in this case the Hard EOS leads to more directed flow and reproduces the data. The microscopic model clearly lacks density dependence (as a consequence, this also shifts the maximum to a lower $ERAT$ value).

- comparing GQMD and IQMDSM, we can see that the momentum dependence of GQMD is higher than the one of IQMDSM (see point 1). For large $ERAT$, the two models give however the same flow. Combining these two informations, this confirms the fact that the density dependence of GQMD is lower although its compressibility coefficient is closed to the one of IQMDSM.

All these comparisons between the models are fully supported by the direct study of $< p^z(b) >$ (b impact parameter). What is more the study of $< p_x(b) >$ indicates that the difference between GQMD and IQMDSM really shows up for $b > 6$ fm due to the different treatments of the MDI. Unfortunately this impact parameter corresponds more or less to the point where our comparison with experimental data must be stopped (see comments for the first point at $ERAT = 0.25$ for GQMD).

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented new experimental results concerning the stopping and the sideward flow in Au + Au at 400 A.MeV collisions.

We find that the experimental stopping is overestimated from 30–40 % by IQMDSM and GQMD.

Concerning the sideward flow, a generally good agreement is at first observed between GQMD and IQMDSM, better than the one expected from ref. (7), due to the now matched initializations. However, the momentum dependence of GQMD is somewhat stronger as can be seen for the more peripheral collisions and fits better the data. Unfortunately
the fact that the projectile remnant cannot be formed in GQMD forbids us to push the comparison to really peripheral events where the sensitivity is better. On the other hand, the microscopic model clearly lacks density dependence to reproduce the more central events but this is a well known characteristic of this QMD version. The phenomenological potential associated to the free N-N cross-sections also gives a good representation of the experimental flow and stopping. Looking in more details, the Hard Skyrme potential is needed to reproduce the flow in the more central events but either the Hard or the Soft version fails in case of the more peripheral ones. This is due to a too weak momentum dependence but a recent parametrization of the optical potential, proposed in ref. \cite{13}, concludes to a higher repulsion with the new values.

Finally we want to stress that the sensitivity to the EOS is small and a really accurate treatment of the in-medium effects in particular, both for the potential and the cross-sections, would be necessary to conclude in favour of a given EOS.
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**figure captions:**

*figure I*: differential cross-sections $d\sigma/d(ERAT)$. Comparison between experimental FOPI data and the models GQMD and IQMDSM for the system Au + Au at 400 MeV per nucleon.

*figure II*: rapidity distributions $dN/dy_0$ for different centrality selections (see table I). Comparison between experiment, GQMD and IQMDSM for the system Au + Au at 400 MeV per nucleon.

*figure III*: experimental distributions of $<p^z(y_0)>$ for proton-like particles and for the system Au + Au at 400 MeV per nucleon. The left panel presents the results with ($\alpha \neq 0$) and without ($\alpha = 0$) correction of the energy and momentum conservation effects (see text). The right panel shows the variation of $<p^z(y_0)>$ with the centrality of the events.

*figure IV*: $<p^z(y_0)>$ distributions obtained with the GQMD calculation with and without the geometrical FOPI filter effects, for the system Au + Au at 400 MeV per nucleon.

*figure V*: $<p^z(y_0)>$ distributions for the system Au + Au at 400 MeV per nucleon. Comparison between experimental FOPI distributions and the models GQMD and IQMDSM.

*figure VI*: $<p^z(ERAT)>$ distributions for the system Au + Au at 400 MeV per nucleon. Comparison between experimental FOPI distributions and the models GQMD, IQMDSM and IQMDHM.

**table caption:**

*Table I*: Mean values and standard deviations of the impact parameter in GQMD and IQMDSM for various *ERAT* classes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$ERAT$</th>
<th>$b_{GQMD}$</th>
<th>$b_{IQMDSM}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.30 \leq ERAT &lt; 0.43$</td>
<td>$6.0 \pm 1.3$</td>
<td>$6.2 \pm 1.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.43 \leq ERAT &lt; 0.58$</td>
<td>$3.9 \pm 1.3$</td>
<td>$4.5 \pm 1.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.58 \leq ERAT &lt; 0.72$</td>
<td>$2.4 \pm 1.2$</td>
<td>$3.1 \pm 1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ERAT \geq 0.72$</td>
<td>$1.3 \pm 0.9$</td>
<td>$1.5 \pm 1.0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**table I**
Au + Au 400 A.MeV – nuclear stopping

Figure 1
Au + Au 400 A.MeV – nuclear stopping
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\text{figure II}
Au + Au 400 A.MeV – nuclear flow
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figure III
Au + Au 400 A.MeV – nuclear flow
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figure IV
Au + Au 400 A.MeV - nuclear flow

figure V
Au + Au 400 A.MeV - nuclear flow
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Figure VI